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LatAm Daily | Brazilian economic activity is unchanged
and GDP will contract again in 3Q15
Marina Conesa Martínez / Enestor Dos Santos / Hugo Perea Flores / Cecilia Posadas / Jorge Selaive Carrasco / Carlos
Serrano Herrera / Juana Téllez Corredor

Economic activity in July in Brazil remained unchanged, and despite this indicator being above our forecasts,
we continue to expect a contraction in GDP in 3Q15 due to political and economic issues. In Colombia the
government guarantees half of the external resources with an issuance of USD1.5bn in 10 year bonds.
September’s IPCA-15 in Brazil will be released today.

Brazil - Economic activity remained stable in July
The IBC-Br, the BCB’s economic activity indicator, remained broadly unchanged (-0.02% MoM) in July. Even
though the figure was somewhat better than expected (BBVA: -0.30% MoM; consensus: -0.30% MoM), we
continue to expect GDP to contract again in 3Q15 after having dropped 0.6% QoQ and 1.9% QoQ in 1Q15
and 2Q15, respectively, as political and economic turbulence continues. Taking into account yesterday’s IBCBr and the fact that the BCB revised downwards the June figure to -0.72% MoM from -0.58% MoM, the carryover effect for the third quarter is now equal to 0.5% QoQ (i.e. the IBC-Br will decline 0.5% QoQ if economic
activity remains unchanged in both August and September).

Colombia - The Government issued USD1.5bn in 10 year bonds
The Colombian Government carried out an external issuance of USD1.5bn in 10 year bonds at a rate of
4.653%. The demand for the bonds amounted to USD3bn. With this issuance the government has
guaranteed half of the external resources in bonds required for 2016.

Mexico - The monetary pause continues
Banxico is keeping an eye on Fed’s movements and maintained the MPR at 3%, reiterating that the main
risk for price dynamics is the monetary normalisation in the US, as the output gap and inflation are below
their target levels. Banxico reiterates that in spite of significant exchange rate depreciation, there are no
signs of pressures on prices for the coming months, additionally eventual concerns on financial stability
seem to be reduced given the absence of any abrupt movements of M bond holdings from foreigners. We
consider that the monetary policy decision in Mexico will be synchronised with that of the Fed, therefore we
estimate it could be December, once the federal funds rate has increased, when Banxico increases the
MPR.

What to watch today
Brazil - IPCA-15 (September, 8:00hrs NYT)
September’s IPCA-15, which measures inflation from mid-August until mid-September, is expected to come
in at 0.30% MoM, in comparison to 0.43% MoM in August and 0.96% MoM on average between January
and July. Even though monthly inflation will probably recede -as the process of adjustment of administered
prices nears its end-, annual inflation should remain at very high levels, around 9.5% YoY.
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Calendar indicators

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date
09.22.2015
09.19.2015
09.19.2015
09.17.2015
09.16.2015
09.16.2015
09.12.2015
09.11.2015
09.10.2015
09.10.2015
09.10.2015
09.10.2015
09.08.2015

Description
Mexico: Monetary pause continues. Banxico keeps an eye on the Fed
movements
Mexico: Banxico will maintain the monetary pause to await the decision of the
Fed (In Spanish)
Mexico: We estimate the monetary rate hike will be postponed until later this year
Brazil: A more negative outlook
Peru: Growth in July showed a better sector balance (In Spanish)
Chile: Central Bank maintains the MPR at 3% and introduces contractionary bias
(In Spanish)
Mexico: Financial markets are pending the decision of the Federal Reserve (In
Spanish)
Peru: Central Bank surprises in September by delivering a 25bp policy rate hike
Colombia: The slowdown of the Colombian economy remains orderly (In
Spanish)
Brazil: Copom sees 2016 inflation converging to the target, but also important
risks
Brazil: Inflation eased in August
Mexico: The 2016 budget package reduces spending and promotes savings (In
Spanish)
Chile: CPI inflation surprisingly increased 0.7% MoM in August
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,
regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be
considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or
market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.
BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of
any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an
appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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